ordinal invariants have been employed. In this paper we introduce two related ordinal invariants, a and K , first in the categories of sequential and k-spaces (section 1) and later for arbitrary spaces (section 6) .
Our main result is the existence, for each a £. ***! °f a countable, zero-dimensional, Hausdorff space X with or(X) = ^(X) = a. (Theorems 4.1 and 5.1) .
1. PRELIMINARIES. We begin by recalling some definitions. A topological space X is a k-space (see Arhangelskii [2] , and Cohen In this case a (X) < ai (where to is the first uncountable ordinal) .
For a proof of the second assertion see, for example, Dolcher [5] (22) or Vaidyanathaswamy [12] p. 278. Similarly we have 1.4 PROPOSITION. cr i£ <a topoloqical invariant in the category of sequential spaces.
Again a (X) ==0 if and only if X is discrete, and a (X) < 1 is just the definition of the Frechet spaces (see [3] , [8], [9] ) .
1.5 PROPOSITION. Every sequential space is <a k-space. Conversely, every countable Hausdorff k-space X is^ sequential and a (X) = K((X) .
Proofo
The first assertion follows from the bicompactness. of a convergent sequence and one of its limit points. For the first part of the second/ if a subset A of X is not closed, there is by [2] 10 a bicompact set K c x and a point peel (K Pi A) \ (K 0 A) . 
2. THE SEQUENTIAL SUM. Let S = {0} U (l/n|neN}CR have the relative topology, i.e., S is a convergent sequence with its limit point. For each 0 < i < cc Q let <X.,0.> be ^-spaces with base points. We define their sequential sum Z5<X.,0.> as follows. Let X be the disjoint topological sum of the X. and A = {0. |i < co } . let l n (x) = l n-1 (x) + 1.
• Now for each level n point x of S^ take a copy S of n x S and let X be their disjoint topological sum. Let A = {0 eS ll (x) = n} and define f:A-• S by f(0 ) = x. Then the x x n n x adjunction space X U f S is homeomorphic to S n+1 and we have the second construction.
Suppose we have defined for each k < n, a partial order < , on S, with 0 as maximal element. Then let < be the partial order on S generated by < ,U ( (y,x) |yeS ) . These orders will LL LL "* JL. 2St be used in section 5.
Also for later use, note that this second construction yields a natural embedding <p : S -*S in . • ---«_.
• ---- 
Proof. S is clearly countable and is sequential by [8] Corollary
.1.7. Hence by Propositions 1.3 and 1.5 ^ (S ) = a (Sj < OL (S is clearly .T, and is therefore Hausdorff since it will be shown to be zero-dimensional.). The opposite inequality will result from K^ c s /% for each a < ai .
IX -CO 1
Denoting by * n :S* n ->S^ the canonical map we define a partial order on-S^ by x < y if only if for some n, a^b we have a€* n "" 1 (x), be^^ty) and a < n b (see section 3.)
Noting that l n (x) -k implies that 1 ^ (<p n (x)) = k, one may unambiguously define the level 1 (x) of a point S by choosing some n and a with ae^ ~ (x) and setting 1 (x) = l n (a) « It is easy to verify that x < y implies 1 (x) >_ 1 (y) • For each xeS^ let I (x) = CyeS^Jy < x}, ie., I (x) is the principal ideal generated by x. We shall show by an induction on the level of x that each I(x) is homeomorphic to S.. . For Convergence of sequences in S (or in any S ) can be easily described in terms of this representation: essentially a sequence converges if and only ij: it is eventually of the same level (i.e., length) , say n, and eventually constant in each of the first n-1 co-ordinates, and further is either unbounded in it ! s eventual lastco-ordinate or eventiially constant there. In the first case the limit point is represented by the sequence of the first n-1 eventual values, and in the second case the sequence is eventually constant.
We shall now embed,each S as a sequentially closed subset of t via^ 9-in such a way that sequential" convergnece in 9 (S ) has this same description. Hence each 9 will be a homeomorphism Having defined 9 as an extention of 9 ,, let 9 ,, = 0 on n n-± , n+i n S n and for (i^^, .. . ,i n ,i n+1 ) eS n+]^\ S n , let e n+1 (i x , .. .,i n ,i n+1 ) = © n (in } .
•, i ) .+ i b
. We must show that each 0 is a sequential homeomorphism onto 0 (S n ) , and that .. 9 n (S n j.. is sequentially 
